Solid noninfectious growing masses over cerebrospinal fluid shunts: report of 3 cases
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The authors describe 3 children who presented with progressively enlarging skin-covered solid masses over the shunt catheter in the neck/clavicular region. The authors reviewed the clinical, laboratory, pathological, radiographic, and follow-up data for all 3 patients and reviewed the literature on the subject. The patients had no clinical evidence of an infectious process. Surgical exploration revealed that masses were surrounding and encasing the shunt tubing to which they were strongly attached. Pathological studies of the tissues demonstrated varying degrees of exuberant chronically inflamed granulation tissues, interstitial fibrosis, and dystrophic calcification. One patient had associated thinning of the skin overlying the mass and subsequently developed ulceration. No infectious organisms were observed. The cerebrospinal fluid aspirates from the shunts did not yield any organisms. There has been no recurrence of the masses. The presence of a growing mass over the shunt tube in the neck or the chest region without clinical evidence of infection does not indicate that the mass should be treated with antibiotics and complete shunt removal. Rather, the mass can be cured by extirpation and with “bypass” new shunt tubing locally.

Case Reports

As part of an ongoing review of the long-term management and outcomes of pediatric neurosurgery patients being followed in the multidisciplinary neurosciences clinic, 3 patients were identified who presented with indolent progressive growth of subcutaneous masses over their ventriculoperitoneal shunt tracks. The charts and pertinent medical information are part of this report. Authorization for the chart review was obtained from the University of Florida Health Jacksonville Institutional Review Board.

Case 1

This 9-year-old boy presented with an enlarging mass overlying the clavicle, lower neck, and upper chest in the region of the shunt track. The patient was otherwise well, active, and attending school, with no reported headaches and he was free of signs or symptoms of shunt malfunction and infection. His medical history revealed that he was born prematurely and acquired posthemorrhagic progressive hydrocephalus. At 3 months of age he had undergone insertion of a parietooccipital ventriculoperitoneal shunt. He had not required any shunt revisions. On examination, the skin was intact, and a mass had developed that measured 8 × 10 cm. There was no local inflammation, and the mass was nontender and felt solid to palpation. There was no evidence of lymphadenopathy in the cervical and axillary regions. Radiographic studies revealed shunt continuity and normal locations of the proximal and distal ends.
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Cerebrospinal fluid aspirated from the shunt reservoir had no evidence of inflammation, and cultures and Gram staining were negative. The mass continued to grow, and excision was recommended to determine the etiology of the process. The mass was solid and gritty and encased the tubing. The proximal stump of the shunt tubing above the mass was sectioned and CSF flowed freely from it. The shunt was clamped, and the normal distal shunt tubing was exposed below the mass and was sectioned. The mass was then removed and sent for culture and pathological review. A new section of shunt catheter was tunneled medial to the previous site, and it was inserted and connected to the proximal and distal ends of the peritoneal catheter. The area was irrigated and sutured closed. The wounds healed well, there was no recurrent soft-tissue growth, and no shunt operations were performed in the 4 years of follow-up. The cultures of the CSF and tissues did not yield any organisms. Histological examination of the mass showed abundant dystrophic microcalcifications, fibrosis, and granulation tissue reaction (Fig. 1).

Case 2
This 7-year-old boy presented with a growing mass in the lower neck, clavicular, and upper chest region overlying the ventriculoperitoneal shunt track. The patient had no signs of infection, headaches, or symptoms of shunt malfunction. He was behaving normally both at home and at school. His medical history revealed that he was born prematurely and acquired posthemorrhagic hydrocephalus. He had undergone parietooccipital ventriculoperitoneal shunt insertion at 2 months of age. He never required shunt revision. On examination, a mass measuring 5 × 10 cm was present. The mass was nontender and felt solid to palpation. The skin was normal, and there were no inflammatory signs. The patient was treated in a similar fashion to the first patient. At surgery the mass was found to be encasing the shunt tubing. It was solid but not gritty. A bypass procedure was performed that was similar to that described in Case 1. The wound healed well. In 3 years of subsequent follow-up there has been no recurrence. Cultures of the CSF from the shunt and the mass did not show any organisms. Histological examination revealed exuberant chronically inflamed granulation tissue and fibrosis (Fig. 2).

Case 3
This 6-year-old girl presented with a growing soft-tissue mass overlying the valve mechanism in the upper mastoid region and over the shunt track in the upper neck. The patient’s parents denied any signs of infection, headaches, or any signs/symptoms of shunt malfunction. Her medical history revealed that she was born prematurely and acquired posthemorrhagic progressive hydrocephalus. A frontal ventriculoperitoneal shunt had been inserted when the patient was 3 months old and never required revision. Examination revealed normal skin overlying a mass, which was not tender and felt solid to palpation. There was no obvious lymphadenopathy in the region. The mass measured approximately 5 × 4 cm. The patient’s mother chose conservative treatment. During subsequent weeks the mass increased in size to 5 × 7 cm, and the skin seemed to be thinning. The CSF shunt aspirate did not yield evidence of an inflammation or organisms. A local skin ulceration occurred over the dome of the mass, and the patient’s mother agreed to surgical intervention. An operation similar to that of the first 2 cases was performed. The area of ulceration healed well. The patient has not experienced a recurrence during the 8 years of follow-up. Cultures of the CSF and of the mass did not yield any organisms. Histological examination revealed acute and chronic inflammation, granulation, and interstitial fibrosis (Fig. 3).

Discussion
All 3 patients had the presence of shunt material, location of a growing mass in the lower neck and/or over the

FIG. 1. Case 1. Histology of the mass. Surrounding the lumen created by the shunt catheter there is exuberant chronic granulation tissue reaction with microcalcifications. H & E, original magnification ×50. Figure is available in color online only.

FIG. 2. Case 2. Histology of the mass. A lumen, which was created by the catheter, and is in the center of the image, is surrounded by a fibroblastic granulation tissue response. A condensation of collagen surrounds the lumen. A few chronic lymphohistiocytic cells are present. H & E, original magnification ×50. Figure is available in color online only.
The CSF may dissect and track around the shunt from the abdomen and present with a subcutaneous mass, due to progressive fluid accumulation. Most of these patients present with signs and symptoms of shunt malfunction and/or abdominal distension. On palpation, these masses commonly have some degree of compressibility due to their fluid content. Jimenez et al. reported on 3 patients with reaction and skin breakdown overlying the ventriculoperitoneal shunt.\(^3\) The CSF was sterile in all 3 patients, and the histological studies of the surrounding tissues revealed acute and chronic inflammatory changes. Two of the patients had granulomas. Of interest, in all 3 patients the reaction was localized to the scalp directly over the reservoir and/or valve mechanism. All 3 patients had recurring skin breakdowns around the shunt, and subsequently they acquired bacterial infections. One patient was successfully treated with complete shunt removal. Another patient was shunt dependent, and, following successful treatment of the shunt infection with removal of the shunt, antibiotics, and insertion of a new shunt, required treatment with immunosuppression and prednisone to avoid reaction to the shunt. The third patient died following several shunt revisions and mobilization to the contralateral side. The authors postulated that the etiology of the process was an allergic localized reaction to the Silastic material of the shunt system.\(^3\)

Implantation of solid silicone materials is followed by the formation of fibrous tissue with a minimal inflammatory response, forming a “pseudocapsule,” which is commonly seen around shunt tracks. Other forms of reaction to silicone materials have been described. Winer et al. noted granuloma formation-body reaction in the macrophages, histiocytes, epithelioid cells, lymphocytes, plasma cells, and giant multinucleated cells in the subcutaneous tissues following the injection of liquid silicone in humans.\(^8\) They coined the term “siliconoma” to describe this process and subsequently reproduced these changes following intraperitoneal silicone injections in mice.\(^8\) However, none of the reports indicate the presence of progressively enlarging masses that created such significant anatomical distortion as that which occurred in our 3 patients. We can speculate as to the mechanism causing this local soft-tissue reaction. One potential explanation for the presence of changes in the lower neck and upper chest regions may be because this area is submitted to repetitive traction and movement in the normal neck movements in day-to-day activity and/or trauma. The sheath that is always seen around shunt tracks. Other forms of reaction to silicone materials have been described. Winer et al. noted granuloma formation-body reaction in the macrophages, histiocytes, epithelioid cells, lymphocytes, plasma cells, and giant multinucleated cells in the subcutaneous tissues following the injection of liquid silicone in humans.\(^8\) They coined the term “siliconoma” to describe this process and subsequently reproduced these changes following intraperitoneal silicone injections in mice.\(^8\) However, none of the reports indicate the presence of progressively enlarging masses that created such significant anatomical distortion as that which occurred in our 3 patients. We can speculate as to the mechanism causing this local soft-tissue reaction. One potential explanation for the presence of changes in the lower neck and upper chest regions may be because this area is submitted to repetitive traction and movement in the normal neck movements in day-to-day activity and/or trauma. The sheath that is always seen around the shunt tubing may react to the constant friction with the shunt implant and, over a prolonged period of time, may exaggerate the chronic inflammatory and fibrous response. The paper by Anderson provides a detailed overview of the process of the biological responses to implanted materials.\(^1\) He emphasized the “continuum” of the body’s reaction to an

### TABLE 1. Clinical findings in 3 patients with solid noninfectious growing masses over cerebrospinal fluid shunts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Age (yrs)</th>
<th>Time From Implantation to Mass Presentation (yrs)</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Mass Size (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Neck/upper chest</td>
<td>8 x 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Neck/upper chest</td>
<td>5 x 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mastoid/upper neck</td>
<td>5 x 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 3. Case 3. Histology of the mass reveals acute and chronic inflamed granulation tissue present beneath the skin. Eventually the inflammation led to breakdown of the overlying skin. H & E, original magnification x50. Figure is available in color online only.
Implant: the local “injury” at the time of the implantation, inflammatory and wound healing responses, foreign body reactions, and fibrous encapsulation (scar formation). The initial response generates a provisional matrix formed at the implant site. Fibrin, the major component of the provisional matrix, plays a key role in the local neovascularization, which helps in the wound-healing process. The biocompatibility of Silastic is described in reference to the time and sequence of the capsule formation. Classically, the development of granulation tissue is considered to be part of chronic inflammation, but the presence of the Silastic material induces varying degrees of granulation tissue reaction, which includes macrophages, fibroblasts, and capillary formation, and there is a difference from that of chronic inflammation without a foreign body. Granulation tissue is different from granulomas. In granulomas, there are small collections of macrophages and epithelioid cells (which are modified macrophages) and multinucleated giant cells. These giant cells are formed from the fusion of monocytes and macrophages, in an attempt to phagocytize foreign material. Anderson also emphasized that the reaction varies according to the form, topography, and size of the implant. If there is a persistent reactive inflammatory response to the implant, chronic inflammation will continue and the soft tissue may enlarge. He pointed out that motion in the implant site by the biomaterial may also lead to chronic inflammation.

The vast majority of patients with CSF shunts do not develop enlarging soft-tissue masses, so there must be a unique element in patients who develop these changes. Although we cannot provide a precise logical explanation, we feel the matter deserves further investigation. We hope that by reporting these findings, we create an awareness of this condition and lead others to identify similar patients, which, in turn, helps clarify the etiology of this disease process.

Conclusions

Neurosurgeons need to be aware that the presence of a growing mass around the shunt tubing in the neck or upper chest region, without evidence of infection, does not always indicate a need for complete shunt removal and antibiotics. Parents and caregivers need to be informed of the slowly progressive nature of the process and that it might be cured by mass extirpation with “bypass” shunt tubing, as was performed in the patients reported on in this series.
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